OLYMPIAN GAMES
Written by Kenneth Cavander and Barbara Dammott, after Ovid's Metamorphoses. Directed by Barbara Dammott at the American Repertory Theatre, through June 19.

By MICHEAL BOS

To state my bias first: I quite like Ovid. Not that I keep his works under my pillows, but my acquaintance with him is embedded among memories of which I am rather fond. For one thing, he shared my preference for odd slips, reports, etc. Porter Sq. letter-quality printer. Papers, the- 
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Another year, another Technique

By MARK KANTROWITZ

"What is the use of a book," thought Alice, "without pictures or conversations?"

Lewis Carroll

"Human subtlety... will never devise an imitation more direct than does nature, because in her inventions nothing is lacking, and nothing is superfluous."

Leonardo da Vinci

Very rarely in the course of one day to day existence can one grab a slice of life and savour it slowly. With eyes cast down, 
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In the play's profoundly abstrichical frolic.

Granted, a certain attempt has been made to update the text, with insertions conversingly original and devastatingly funny. There was a reference to Mrs. Marnix, for instance, and the threatened group of elpanisms and blasts. And at last the hungry visitors to "make my day." Why was all this? Was it an attempt by Andrej Vajdja's scheduled guest- 

The MIT Equipment Exchange offers surplus equipment and used migration publications, a growing env-

Kotheren & Kitcham, growing environmental analysis and transportation planning firm, is a leading 

IBM PC system. Includes: System unit and keyboard; 320k memory; 2 internal floppy drives; Hercules CBTIS1901 keyboard; Quantum Am-
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